
00187272 "MagCharge Multi" 3in1 Wireless Charging Station for iPhone, AirPods, Watch

Wireless Charger

Highlightstext:

- Wireless and efficient: wireless charging with precise, magnetic alignment - simply place and wirelessly charge all compatible
smartphones. Additional charging device for AirPods and holder for charging the Apple Watch
- The induction charger works with all original Apple MagSafe and Hama MagLine products
- The integrated magnetic ring means that the Apple iPhone 13, iPhone 13 mini, iPhone 13 Pro, iPhone 13 Pro Max, iPhone 12, iPhone 12
mini, iPhone 12 Pro, iPhone 12 Pro Max can be easily docked to the charger and perfectly positioned for efficient charging without any
tedious alignment by hand
- Charge AirPods quickly and wirelessly: simply place the charging case with the AirPods 2/AirPods 3/AirPods Pro on the charging pad and
charging starts automatically
- To charge the Apple Watch, simply clip the corresponding charging cable into the holder, dock the watch and charge
- The ball joint allows the angle of inclination of the smartphone holder to be adjusted individually. The iPhone can also be rotated 360° on
the holder and positioned in portrait or landscape format
- Wireless Turbo Fast Charge technology guarantees extremely fast charging, faster than with conventional charging technologies
- Inductive charging technology for the wireless charging of compatible smartphones
- Optimized charging process saves the battery thus extending its service life
- Charging process optimized for the device which guarantees maximum charging speed
- LED function indicator gives information about the device status
- That tedious search for a charging cable and the tangle of cables are no more thanks to the wireless charger
- Conveniently charge wirelessly on a desk, dining table or bedside table
- Ideal for work and the home office, since the smartphone can still be used while it is charging
- Quick charger with charging speeds of up to 15 W
- Charging begins automatically after docking / placement
- To end the charging process, simply remove the device from the docking station
- Smart charging technology: wireless inductive technology (can be used with all compatible devices)
- Smart and safe charging: overcharge, overvoltage and short circuit protection

Note for Consumers:
The charging station is suitable for Apple Watches of all generations. The Apple Watch charging cable is not included in the extent of
delivery.

- Colour: Black
- Line: MagCharge
- Product Division: Mobile Phone
- Shade of colour: Black
- Charge Technology: Wireless Fast Charge
- Upload Speed: Fast Charge
- Display: LED-Funktion
- Height: 130 mm
- Length: 150 mm
- Width: 95 mm
- Input Voltage 1 / Max. Input Current 1: 15 V / 1.8 A
- Max. Output Power: 15 W
- For End Device Brand: Apple
- Usage: Mobile Phone

Technical characteristics:
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00187272 "MagCharge Multi" 3in1 Wireless Charging Station for iPhone, AirPods, Watch

Wireless Charger

- 1 "MagCharge Multi" wireless charger
- 1 power supply unit
- 1 instruction manual

Delivery:

 4    047443    468499
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